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Dearest and Respected Kohli Sir(s), 
 
Some things can not be expressed but only be felt.  I am sorry if my letters appear dangerous, 
outrageous, controversial and/or disturbing but are they false?  I do not want to appall you or raise 
your voice or blood pressure.  These are trouble areas, dirty jobs but some one has to do it.  This is no 
weapon of mass destruction just curiosities and concerns of a common man.  Kuch log zamane me, 
bahut nadaan hote hai, waha lejaate hai kashti, jahan toofan hote hai. ☺ 
 
They say, “Sunlight is the best disinfectant”.  You Sir and your son are a bright and shining sun(s) 
of India and I write only to seek your answers to some of the troubling worms in your school.  An 
ordinary citizen can only politely request you, influential people of India as your actions, thoughts 
and behavior influences our future.   
 
I have hoped that the response to some of my points will be equally as dangerous, outrageous, 
controversial and/or disturbing but not false.   I have prayed that they provoked you to ponder and do 
what makes these ideas dangerous. Only you powerful people can do something about it! 
 
Why do I write letters?   
 

1. I wear old watch of my great grandfather, Sri Lekh Ram Mendiratta.  He was a great Arya 
Samaji.  I am not teaching or professing my knowledge but sharing what I have learned, heard 
or discovered and could be of use to you.   

 
2. Can you ask a scientist, novelist, sociologist, thinkers, artist, and philosophers not to 

work? Someone suggesting scientists not do research in global warming, or sending satellites 
and rockets because its effects on economy could be unpleasant to their managers? Why 
should we not dream? It connects us to a vision and gives a direction to our life. 

 
3. Are these only empty ideas? Is delusion better than awareness of truth? If a small child 

does not question or reason, how will I learn? We explore Ideas to see where they can lead. 
Ideas shape into life like pottery makes pots.  Nothing is more practical than good theory. ☺ 

 
4. Do I have too much time? From Einstient, Gandhi to Mother Teresa, everyone had 24 hours 

in a day.  Swami Dayananda Vivekananda and Gandhi ji, all used letter writing as a tool to 
share their messages, learning and observations.   

 
5. More reasons? Nach meri bulbul tujhe paise milega, aur kaha karadaan tujhe aise milega? ☺ 

 
Don’t you think as school we must ask ourselves?  
Why are we here? Where are we going? Is there an important reason we are going there? 
 
Who is the best Archor in Mahabharata? Arjun, Karna, Eklavya or Abhimanyu?  
A Sadhu said, Eklavya because he did not participated in Mahabharata.   
 
No more letters. Namastey. ☺ 
Thursday, April 03, 2008, Faridabad


